
Generalize, Reflect & Publish   -   strategies for successful concentrations
 Providing Feedback-Learning Activity: seeing with the disciplined eye of an 

artist.
 Evaluate > Use AP Scoring Guidelines below

Remembering:
 Choose > your concentration image and upload to your blog with the tag: 

Concentration (so all the art is viewed on one page to judge continuity)

Understanding:
 PLACEMENT: (Balance/Proportion/Scale) 

    Explain…. how the rule of thirds was or was not followed?
    …how the visual weight balances or imbalances the composition?

 FOCAL POINT: (Emphasis/Contrast)
    Explain…what area of the image commands attention the most?

…how the focal point is emphasized? (contrast, placement, color, leading 
lines…)?
…how the focal point clarifies the message or meaning of the image?

 BACKGROUND: (Figure/Ground Relationship)
Explain…. does the background distract the viewer away from the focal 
point?
…how the background contributes/detracts from the message or visual 
appeal?

Analyzing:
 COMPOSITION: (Unity/Variety/Rhythm/Repetition) 

          Explain…. ways the image uses leading lines, vertical lines, or diagonal lines?
…ways the image uses internal framing, contrast in color, texture or shape?
…the sense of depth in the image (deep, shallow, focus, blurred…)?
…how unity is achieved (repetition or common elements)?

Evaluating:
 AESTHETICS: (The True, The Good, The Beautiful)

Explain…how the artist successfully expresses his/her intention or message?
...what is the mood and how was it created?
…ways this image could be improved?



 Score your own work
Evaluate your work using the rubric below. Add the total score below the 

answers to your 6 questions. (Note: you will not receive a grade on your art until 
the rubric and questions are answered with your uploaded jpeg on your blog). 
Each day late will result in 10 points deducted from your grade so plan wisely. 

Creating:
 Share your answers to the questions below on your site by Monday at 

midnight on the date due.
 Comment on two of your classmates’ blog pages by Tuesday for a homework 

grade by giving 2 “I likes” and 1 “I wonder if….” feedback suggestions.

QUESTIONS TO BE ANSWERED WITH EACH CONCENTRATION 
IN COMPLETE SENTENCES:

1. How did you combine art elements (line, color, shape, texture, 
value) to develop art principles? (Unity/variety, balance, emphasis, 
contrast, rhythm, proportion/scale, figure/ground relationship)

2. Where are the dominant shapes, forms, colors, or textures that carry 
expressive significance?

3. Why Is the work ordered and balanced or chaotic and disturbing?

4. What gives the work its uniqueness?



5. Is symbolism used in the work to convey meaning other than what 
one sees?

6. Does the work evoke any feelings?


